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Chapter 1271: Magical hands that can bring back spring (2) 

 

He did not doubt Xia ruofei’s technique or medical skills. He also believed that the bone should have 

been connected. However, the recovery period of the bone fracture was the most critical problem that 

could not be avoided. 

The effect of the anesthetic would only last for a few hours. When the “star of Hong Kong” woke up, he 

would move around due to the pain. If he was a human, even if he was a child, he could at least comfort 

him with words. However, the “star of Hong Kong” could not understand human language and was so 

irascible. If he kicked his legs a little, Xia ruofei’s hard work of adjusting his bones would have been in 

vain. 

Even if Xia ruofei had the magical ability to calm the “star of Hong Kong” down, it would take a hundred 

days for him to recover from a serious injury. Did Xia ruofei stay with the “star of Hong Kong” for more 

than three months and kept him company without rest? 

This was obviously not realistic. 

Xia ruofei didn’t care about what the others thought. He was focused on applying the ointment evenly 

on the broken part of his calf. 

In order to maximize the efficacy of the ointment, he even scraped off a little bit of the ointment from 

the bottom of the bowl and applied as much ointment as possible on the star of Hong Kong’s injured leg. 

After doing all this, Xia ruofei heaved a sigh of relief. He turned to Guo Hongjiang and said,””Director 

Guo, I’m done. Let’s rest here for a while and wait for the star of Hong Kong to wake up!” 

Guo Hongjiang nodded slightly and said sincerely,””Mr. Xia, thank you for your hard work!” 

Regardless of whether Xia ruofei would succeed or not, Guo Hongjiang’s gratitude came from the 

bottom of his heart. He could tell that Xia ruofei was trying his best to treat the “star of Hong Kong”. 

Besides, he had witnessed the magical medical skills that MA Xiong had mentioned. Hence, he was even 

more determined to befriend Xia ruofei. 

“You’re welcome,” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Guo Hongjiang beckoned Xia ruofei to sit on the field outside the stables. After all, the smell there was 

not particularly pleasant. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and nodded.”Alright then! Dr. Li, one of you will stay here to observe the 

star of Hong Kong’s condition. When he’s about to wake up, come out and let me know. ” 

“Okay, I’ll stay here!” Doctor li quickly said. 

“That’s fine too,” Xia ruofei said,”remember, do not touch the ointment on the star of Hong Kong’s 

body. Do not use any equipment to check it. Just watch!” 

“I understand! Don’t worry!” Doctor Li said immediately. 



Xia ruofei, Guo Hongjiang, and MA Xiong walked out of the stables. The staff had already brought in 

tables and chairs for the picnic. They had also brought out some pastries, snacks, and of course, the red 

wine that they had not finished for dinner. Everything was placed on the table. 

Although it was already winter, the weather in Hong Kong was not too cold. Even if they were outdoors, 

they would not feel uncomfortable. 

Xia ruofei and the other two sat down and chatted with their glasses of red wine. They would 

occasionally take a sip of wine. 

Guo Hongjiang did not continue the topic of “the star of Hong Kong” because he felt that if he said too 

much, Xia ruofei would misunderstand that he did not trust his ability. Besides, the “star of Hong Kong” 

was injured and he was in a bad mood. So, he changed the topic and changed his mood. 

Those who could thrive in the business world and had a net worth of tens of billions would not have low 

emotional intelligence. Be it Guo Hongjiang or MA Xiong, they had their own unique charm, so Xia ruofei 

did not feel bored. 

Xia ruofei found everything interesting, whether it was about business or the anecdotes of the rich in 

Hong Kong. 

An hour passed quickly. 

When it was almost Teno’ clock in the evening, doctor Li Ran over and said,””Director Guo, director MA, 

Mr. Xia, it’s about time. The star of Hong Kong will wake up soon.” 

Xia ruofei, MA Xiong, and Guo Hongjiang looked at each other. The three of them stood up at the same 

time and walked towards the stable. 

The star of Hong Kong was still lying there quietly. 

MA Xiong took a glance and said in surprise,”Eh? The swelling seems to have gone down!” 

Guo Hongjiang’s eyes widened when he heard this. He hurriedly walked over to take a closer look and 

said in surprise,””It really does seem to have subsided a little.” 

Doctor li found it a little unbelievable. When a bone was fractured, it would cause great damage to the 

muscle tissue and capillaries. How could the swelling go down so easily? 

He couldn’t help but walk forward to take a closer look. Then, he seriously recalled the situation of the 

“star of Hong Kong” just now. He couldn’t help but be a little shaken. 

It seemed like ... It had really dissipated a lot? 

However, it didn’t seem to make much of a difference! 

Doctor li was also very conflicted. 

In the past hour, doctor li had been staring at the star of Hong Kong. The swelling was a slow process 

that was not easy to notice. 



It was just like a child. If the parents saw him every day, they wouldn’t feel that he had changed much. 

However, if others saw him after a period of time, they would immediately realize that the child had 

grown up a lot. 

So, as the only person who stayed in the stables, doctor li was the last to notice the change. 

Everyone couldn’t help but turn to look at Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei knew that the spirit Heart Flower petals must have taken effect. 

One had to know that the unremarkable ointment just now was actually a whole petal of the spirit Heart 

Flower! It would be strange if there was no effect at all! 

“Xia Sheng, why don’t you ... Go over and check?” MA Xiong’s voice was filled with excitement. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. 

He walked over to the star of Hong Kong and glanced at the fracture. 

The black ointment still had a strong smell of Chinese medicine. However, Xia ruofei knew that the “star 

of Hong Kong” must have absorbed all the petals of the spirit Heart Flower. 

The substance would be absorbed by the skin. At first, Xia ruofei was worried that the star of Hong Kong 

might not be able to absorb the composition of the petals. Now, it seemed like he was overthinking. 

With just a glance, he could clearly feel that the swelling had subsided a lot. 

Unlike the others, Xia ruofei had used his spiritual energy to examine the entire leg. Even the smallest 

change could not escape his eyes. 

Moreover, the swelling was quite obvious, otherwise, MA Xiong would not have noticed it at first sight 

when he entered the stable. 

Xia ruofei put his hand on the “star of Hong Kong” ‘s back and released his spiritual power to check. 

When the situation was reflected in his mind, he could not help but smile. 

The petals of the spirit Heart Flower did not disappoint him. 

During the examination, Xia ruofei could clearly “see” that the broken part of the bone had started to 

join back together, especially the small pieces of broken bone. They had already grown together with 

the calf bone. If one did not check carefully, they would not even find any traces of the fracture. 

The recovery of bones was the slowest. As for the strained muscles and even the torn tendons, they had 

already recovered. 

The effect of using an entire petal of the spirit Heart Flower in one go was simply too heaven – defying! 

“What do you think, Mr. Xia?” Guo Hongjiang asked impatiently when he saw Xia ruofei lift his head 

after the examination. 

“The situation is similar to what I expected. The effect is very good!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”director 

Guo, I’ve increased the confidence of the ‘star of Hong Kong’ in recovering his power!” 



“That’s great!” Guo Hongjiang couldn’t help but feel a little excited.”Mr. Xia, thank you so much! As long 

as the ‘star of Hong Kong’ can survive, I will reward you handsomely!” 

When Guo Hongjiang heard the good news, he was so excited that he didn’t notice that Xia ruofei had 

used the word “recovered”. 

In fact, Xia ruofei’s initial goal was to restore the “star of Hong Kong” to his peak condition so that he 

could compete directly and even compete for the championship. 

After a while, the “star of Hong Kong” moved slightly and slowly opened his eyes. 
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Chapter 1272: A sudden thought (1) 

 

When the “star of Hong Kong” woke up, Guo Hongjiang and the others became nervous. 

The effect of the anesthetic was wearing off. The pain from the broken bones would start to torture the 

star of Hong Kong again. If it struggled one or two more times, Xia ruofei’s previous hours of work would 

be in vain. 

The broken bones would definitely be dislocated again. 

Xia ruofei was calm. He gently stroked the “star of Hong Kong” ‘s mane. The “star of Hong Kong” also 

looked up at Xia ruofei. They didn’t know if it was just an illusion, but they all felt that the “star of Hong 

Kong” seemed to have calmed down after seeing Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei wasn’t sure if a whole petal of the spirit Heart Flower would be enough, but at least from the 

current situation, the result was pretty good. 

Although the flower petals would be absorbed as soon as they came into contact with the skin, there 

was still a process for the real medicinal effect to be exerted. 

In the case of the star of Hong Kong, most of the petals of the spirit Heart Flower were used to heal 

broken bones. Xia ruofei’s spiritual power showed that the broken bones had mostly healed, but he 

didn’t know if the petals of the spirit Heart Flower had finished taking effect. 

No matter what, the effect had exceeded Xia ruofei’s expectations. 

He had originally been prepared to bleed a lot and thought that he would have to use two or three spirit 

Heart Flower petals. Now, it seemed that one petal was enough. 

The medicinal properties of this petal should not have been completely absorbed yet. 

Even if the injury had not fully recovered by then, the ointment that Xia ruofei had brewed was not just 

for decoration. 

This was an ancient recipe stored in the human – shaped jade talisman, and it was much more effective 

than the ordinary ointment for bruises and injuries on the market. 



His injuries were mostly healed, and the pain would definitely be reduced a lot. After using this ointment 

for a few days, this matter would basically be done. 

At most, Xia ruofei would work a little harder for the next two days and stay at Guo Hongjiang’s place to 

take care of the “star of Hong Kong”. In comparison, Xia ruofei felt that it was worth it to use one less 

petal of the spirit Heart Flower. 

Moreover, it was unlikely that such a serious fracture would be completely healed in just a few hours. 

Although it would be shocking enough to be cured in a few days, it was better to reduce the impact as 

much as possible. 

Besides, although there were a lot of people today, no one knew the exact effect of the treatment. Xia 

ruofei could stay in Hong Kong for a few more days and talk to Guo Hongjiang to minimize the impact. 

As these thoughts flashed through Xia ruofei’s mind, Guo Hongjiang and the others were very nervous. 

They looked at Xia ruofei and the “star of Hong Kong” without blinking, afraid that the “star of Hong 

Kong” would suddenly start to struggle and fail. 

When Xia ruofei realized that everyone was staring at him, a few minutes had already passed. 

He also felt a little uncomfortable, so he thought for a while and asked,””Director Guo, do you have a 

place for horse racing?” Can the star of Hong Kong be transferred over?” 

Guo Hongjiang hesitated for a moment and said,””There’s no problem with the transfer, but I don’t 

know how the star of Hong Kong is doing right now. I’m worried that something might happen during 

the transfer ...” 

Originally, when such a serious injury occurred, it was euthanized directly at the racecourse. Otherwise, 

the result would be the same if he was transferred back. It would only increase the pain of the “star of 

Hong Kong.” Therefore, Guo Hongjiang did not even consider the matter of transferring his luck. 

“It’s okay,” said Xia ruofei.”I’ll be with the ‘star of Hong Kong’ the whole time. I can’t guarantee anything 

else, but there won’t be any problems on the way!” 

“Alright then! I’ll make the arrangements immediately!” Guo Hongjiang didn’t waste time and said 

directly. 

At this point, they could only trust Xia ruofei unconditionally. At least until now, Xia ruofei’s 

performance had far exceeded their expectations. As for the effect, they did not know. Xia ruofei also 

did not let the medical team use any equipment to check. 

Soon, a cargo truck used to transport horses arrived. 

Everyone worked together to move the star of Hong Kong and the fixed frame into the truck. 

Throughout the entire process, Xia ruofei followed the “star of Hong Kong” closely and comforted him. 

Perhaps it was because the pain had subsided and Xia ruofei’s spiritual power was kind, the “star of 

Hong Kong” did not show any violent reaction. He was almost at the mercy of others. 

The staff carefully secured the carriage. 



Xia ruofei stood at the back of the car and said to MA Xiong,””Mr. MA, I won’t be going back to the 

hotel. I’ll be going back with the ‘star of Hong Kong’ today. Also, I’ll probably be staying with director 

Guo for a few days. Please check out my room for me!” 

The Presidential Suite cost more than a hundred thousand Hong Kong dollars a day! Xia ruofei couldn’t 

reject MA Xiong’s warm hospitality. However, he had not been staying in a hotel for the past few days. 

Xia ruofei thought that he shouldn’t delay his business. 

“Don’t worry about it!” MA Xiong said with a smile.”As long as Xia Sheng is in Hong Kong, the 

Presidential Suite will be reserved for you!” 

“This ...” 

“Hahaha! Xia Sheng, director Guo, it’s getting late, and my old bones can’t take it anymore. I have to go 

back and sleep!” MA Xiong greeted the two of them with a smile and said to Guo Hongjiang,”director 

Guo, you must believe in Mr. Xia. He’ll definitely surprise you!” 
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Chapter 1273: A sudden thought (2) 

 

“I understand, Chairman MA,” Guo Hongjiang said gratefully.”Thank you!” 

“Hahaha! You’re too polite!” MA Xiong nodded at Xia ruofei and walked towards the exit of the horse 

track with his bodyguards. 

At this moment, the staff had already secured the carriage. Xia ruofei immediately jumped into the 

carriage without hesitation. 

The container truck had been modified to transport horses. Naturally, the smell inside the truck was not 

pleasant. However, Xia ruofei did not care that Youyou had experienced environments ten to a hundred 

times worse than this when she was undergoing her sniper training. She had even been soaked in a 

cesspit for a few hours. This was nothing to her. 

Guo Hongjiang was touched, but he didn’t say anything. He just remembered it in his heart. 

Guo Hongjiang’s car was a Maybach. However, he did not get into that car. Instead, he opened the door 

of the container truck and sat in the driver’s seat. 

Xia ruofei was a guest he had invited. It was not the right way to treat a guest if he stayed in the stinky 

carriage. However, today was a special day. He had no other choice but to do this. 

However, if Guo Hongjiang took the Maybach, he would not be able to get over it. 

Guo Hongjiang sat in the container truck, which gave the driver a shock. He felt very uncomfortable. 

Guo Hongjiang glanced at him indifferently and said,””Drive! What are you doing?” 



The container truck driver started the car in a hurry. His legs were shaking. The person sitting next to 

him was a billionaire! If there was an accident on the way, he wouldn’t be able to afford it even if he 

sold himself! 

Guo Hongjiang looked at him and could not help but smile bitterly. How could he drive like this? He 

dared to drive, but she didn’t dare to sit! 

Hence, Guo Hongjiang quickly said,”forget it, you may leave!” You can sit in my bodyguard’s car!” 

The driver of the container truck nodded repeatedly as if he had been pardoned. Without a word, he 

unbuckled his seat belt and jumped out of the car. 

Then, he stuck his head out of the window and shouted,””Ah Biao! You’ll drive this car!” 

One of Guo Hongjiang’s bodyguards quickly ran over and replaced the driver of the container truck. 

Guo Hongjiang’s bodyguards were also worried! They couldn’t even guarantee their safety on the road. 

Now that the driver was one of their own, they felt a little more at ease. 

After some chaos, the convoy left the horse track. 

There was a black Mercedes – Benz at the front, back, left, and right of the container truck. Guo 

Hongjiang’s bodyguards were sitting in the cars. There was also a Maybach at the back. The convoy 

looked a little strange. 

Fortunately, the journey was safe and sound. About 20 minutes later, the team arrived at the horse 

training base that Guo Hongjiang had specially built near the horse racing field. 

It covered an area of about 50 mu, with a special training track and a complete set of auxiliary facilities. 

The team that served the horses was also stationed here all year round. 

In addition to the “star of Hong Kong” who enjoyed the best treatment, there were five other horses in 

the training base. They were all of good bloodlines and were naturally good for horse racing. They were 

also undergoing scientific training. 

On the way, Guo Hongjiang had informed the training base and had someone specially clear out a large 

room. 

Xia ruofei had said that he would be staying with the star of Hong Kong for the next few days to treat 

him. Naturally, he could not let him stay in the stables. 

As soon as the car stopped, he immediately jumped out of the car and went to the back of the car. After 

the staff opened the container, he immediately asked,””Mr. Xia, are you alright?” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Director Guo, I’m fine. The ‘star of Hong Kong’ is in good condition too. Don’t 

worry!” 

Guo Hongjiang heaved a sigh of relief. He was naturally concerned about the “star of Hong Kong” ‘s 

condition. However, he could not ask about it under such circumstances. He could only ask about Xia 

ruofei’s condition first. Otherwise, he would be neglecting his guest. 



The staff entered the carriage one after another. Everyone worked together to move the star of Hong 

Kong into a large room that had been prepared in advance. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”director Guo, please get someone to prepare some more Chinese medicinal 

herbs according to the list I gave today. It’s best if there are more of them. I need them tomorrow!” 

“No problem!” Guo Hongjiang said without hesitation,”the medicinal herbs will be delivered tomorrow 

morning.” 

Although Guo Hongjiang could not see what was so special about the black ointment, at least the “star 

of Hong Kong” was in good condition and his emotions were stable. The situation that he was worried 

about did not happen. This meant that Xia ruofei’s treatment might be effective. 

The hope in Guo Hongjiang’s heart grew. 

Xia ruofei said,”there’s nothing else. Just leave this to me!” I’ll sleep here tonight ...” 

Guo Hongjiang was touched and said,””Mr. Xia, I’ve really neglected you! I’ll definitely thank you 

properly after this matter is over!” 

“You’re welcome, director Guo. Since I’ve accepted this task, I’ll do my best.” Xia ruofei smiled and 

said,”by the way, there’s no need for so many people to gather here from tomorrow onwards. I need 

some peace and quiet here. Also, the treatment process has to be kept a secret ...” 

“I understand! I understand!” Guo Hongjiang quickly said,”no one will disturb you here, but I will have 

them wait at the training base. If you need anything, you can just look for them!” 

“Alright, director Guo, it’s getting late. You should go back and rest!” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll let you know if 

anything happens here.” 

“I’ll be staying at the training base tonight. ” Guo Hongjiang looked tired and said,”I’ve handed over the 

work matters to someone else. If there’s nothing particularly urgent, I’ll be at the training base these 

few days.” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but sigh when he heard this. Guo Hongjiang was the head of a billion – dollar 

Corporation! He was busy with work every day. Although he could handle some work at the training 

base, it was enough to show how much Guo Hongjiang valued the “star of Hong Kong.” 

Of course, Xia ruofei could be one of the reasons. After all, Xia ruofei was a guest and had stayed for the 

“star of Hong Kong”. As the host, Guo Hongjiang could not go back to work. 

No matter what Guo Hongjiang was thinking, Xia ruofei would not try to persuade him. He just smiled 

and said,””Director Guo, I’ll do my best, don’t worry!” 

“Then I’ll leave it to you, Mr. Xia!” Guo Hongjiang said sincerely,”I’m staying next door. Mr. Xia, if you 

need anything, call me anytime!” 

“Alright, rest early, director Guo!” Xia ruofei said. 

Guo Hongjiang looked at Xia ruofei deeply and did not say much to thank him. He just nodded and left 

the room with his men. 



The room was spacious and had a large bed. Xia ruofei could rest on it. 

After closing the door, he walked to the star of Hong Kong and checked his injury again with his spirit. 

Although it had been less than an hour, the fracture seemed to have recovered a lot. Basically, the calf 

bone had grown back together, with only a small crack at most. 

Xia ruofei was overjoyed. If it wasn’t for the fact that the wound hadn’t fully healed, he would have 

untied the star of Hong Kong. After all, if it was tied up for a long time, it wouldn’t be good for the blood 

circulation and would be bad for the body. 

This was also one of the reasons why a horse could only be euthanized after it suffered a fracture. 

Youyou couldn’t always tie the horse up like this. One or two days was the limit. Compared to the 

recovery period of more than three months, this was meaningless. 

Considering that his broken bones had not fully healed, Xia ruofei eventually gave up on the idea of 

unsealing the “star of Hong Kong.” 

He kept using his spiritual power to calm the “star of Hong Kong” down. The “star of Hong Kong” was 

also very calm, even calmer than usual. He sneezed from time to time and would sometimes turn his 

head to look at Xia ruofei with a trace of affection in his eyes. 

Xia ruofei hesitated. He was worried that if he went to sleep, the “star of Hong Kong” would kick his legs 

a few times at night in a bad mood. He might touch his wounds. After all, he was still in pain. 

However, if he didn’t sleep and just stayed up all night, it would be better to avoid staying up all night 

even though it wasn’t a big problem for his physical fitness. 

At that moment, a strange thought suddenly popped up in his mind ... 
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Chapter 1274: the beginning of intelligence (1) 

 

Xia ruofei quickly checked the room. 

Although he believed that Guo Hongjiang would not install a camera in his room to monitor him, it was 

not wrong to be cautious, especially when it involved the most confidential spirit map and painting. 

Even if it was at home, Xia ruofei would be extremely careful. 

With the power of the will, Xia ruofei’s experience in the military was useless. With the power of the 

will, even the most advanced pinhole cameras and bugs would be exposed. 

After checking the room, Xia ruofei was sure that there was no audio or surveillance equipment in the 

room. Then, he checked the door and windows. 

After locking the door and windows and closing the curtains, Xia ruofei immediately summoned the 

spirit painting. 



Then, with a thought, he brought the star of Hong Kong into the spirit map. 

Xia Qing was currently drying the Cordyceps in the Archean realm. Recently, Xia Qing’s focus had been 

on the Cordyceps. 

When he saw Xia ruofei enter the medium, he quickly stopped what he was doing and came over to 

greet him respectfully.””Good day, master!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and asked,””How’s the collection of aweto coming along these few days?” 

Xia Qing said with a bitter tone,””Master, I’m useless. Although I’m already working hard, I’ve only 

harvested a very small area. It may take a lot of time to harvest all of them.” 

Xia ruofei said gently,”don’t worry, slow work makes fine work!” 

He had no other choice. The spirit map space was his top secret. Otherwise, he could have hired a few 

hundred workers to finish it in a few days. 

Xia ruofei looked at the Cordyceps that had already been dried on the shelf. There were roughly 

thousands of them, not including the ones outside. It was clear that Xia Qing had been working very 

hard these two days. 

“Xia Qing, this horse’s hind leg is broken.” Xia ruofei said,”I used a spirit Heart Flower petal on it and it 

has recovered by more than half. However, its injuries have not fully recovered. I plan to leave it at the 

Archean realm. Don’t collect the Cordyceps for now. Help me look after this horse.” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing replied respectfully. 

The “star of Hong Kong” was taken aback when he was suddenly brought to a completely unfamiliar 

environment. 

However, the spirit Qi here was so dense that it had formed a mist in the air. Although the star of Hong 

Kong did not know much about this place, he subconsciously liked this environment very much. 

Therefore, he did not show any anxiety. Instead, he turned his horse around and looked around 

curiously. 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Little guy, I’ll untie you now. But you have to promise me that you’ll stay here 

obediently. You can’t run around or go crazy. Your leg injury hasn’t healed yet!” 

“Star of Hong Kong” naturally did not understand, so Xia ruofei just thought that he was talking to 

himself. 

If it really went out of control, with Xia ruofei’s current cultivation, he could easily control it alone. So, he 

decided to try and untie it. After all, it was not a good idea to keep it tied up and it was harmful to his 

health. 

Xia ruofei started to untie the rope after he finished speaking. 

However, he thought about it and stopped. He looked around and took two boards from the shelf. He 

modified them with a military dagger and made them into simple splints. 



Xia ruofei fixed the two splints on the star of Hong Kong’s injured leg and then continued to untie the 

rope. 

The star of Hong Kong subconsciously wanted to run away, but he immediately felt a huge force 

pressing down on him, and his whole body could not move. 

In fact, Xia ruofei had only used one hand to press on the horse’s back. He had only used a little vital 

energy and the “star of Hong Kong” was already unable to struggle. 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Little guy, don’t run around. Otherwise, I’ll tie you up again!” 

Xia ruofei finally let go of her hand. 

The “star of Hong Kong” was much more obedient now. It tried to take a step forward and when Xia 

ruofei didn’t stop it, it followed with its other foot and got off the shelf in two steps. 

It tried to walk a few steps after getting off the bed. Because its leg injury had not fully recovered, and 

there was a splint, its posture was not very natural, but the pain was already very light. 

The star of Hong Kong started to act up after trying it out. However, before it could start running, Xia 

ruofei smiled and said,””Now you can only stand, at most take a few steps. If you don’t listen, I’ll tie you 

up again!” 

Although “star of Hong Kong” couldn’t understand Xia ruofei’s words, he understood the threatening 

look in Xia ruofei’s eyes. It was also shocked by the scene of Xia ruofei’s hand pressing on it, so it 

immediately became obedient and stopped. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh. “You’re quite smart, kid! You can stay here for now! This place will be 

good for your recovery!” 

Then, Xia ruofei turned to Xia Qing and said,””Xia Qing, your task is to take care of it. You must not let it 

run, and you must pay attention to the injury on its leg.” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing replied without the slightest hesitation. 

Although it was only a spiritual puppet used to assist in planting, Xia Qing’s strength was still very great. 

It was not a problem for her to control a horse. 

However, Xia ruofei was still worried. He said,””If you can’t control it, you can contact me with your 

spiritual sense at any time! It shouldn’t have been here for a long time, probably just a few days! Also, if 

you need to feed ...” 
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Chapter 1275: The beginning of spiritual intelligence (2) 

 

Xia ruofei paused for a moment and then said,””You can bring him to the mountain sea realm. Isn’t 

there a large patch of grass there? Just let it eat the grass!” 



“Understood, master!” 

“However, I still let it stay at the Archean realm most of the time!” Xia ruofei said,”by the way, you must 

watch it carefully. Don’t let it destroy the things in the space!” 

To put it bluntly, even if the “star of Hong Kong” broke his leg again, Xia ruofei wouldn’t be particularly 

concerned. He could completely cure it. However, everything in the Archean realm was a precious crop! 

If the spirit heart tree was destroyed, Xia ruofei’s career would be in jeopardy, not to mention the wild 

ginseng, iron – Skin dendrobe, and golden Phoebe. 

That’s why he kept nagging at Xia Qing. 

Xia ruofei said solemnly,”master, don’t worry!” I’ll definitely keep my eyes on it!” 

“Good! Then you’ve worked hard. ” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll go out first!” 

“Take care, master!” 

Xia ruofei walked over and touched the star of Hong Kong’s mane. He didn’t care if it understood him or 

not. He gave it a few more instructions and then left the spirit map space. 

It was almost midnight. Xia ruofei washed up in the bathroom and went to bed. 

There were still six to seven hours left until dawn, which meant that the star of Hong Kong could stay in 

the spirit map for seven to eight days. 

In an environment with such rich spiritual energy, his injuries should have been more or less healed 

after so many days. 

Xia ruofei didn’t forget to use a bit of his spiritual power even when he was sleeping. This way, if there 

was any movement outside or if Xia Qing urgently contacted him in the space, he would be able to 

respond immediately. 

After lying on the bed, Xia ruofei fell asleep in no time. 

Xia ruofei woke up on time at around seven in the morning. 

He got out of bed and released his spiritual power to explore the area. There was no movement outside. 

He didn’t bother to wash up and took out the spirit map scroll. He entered the space with a thought. 

Of course, he didn’t forget to leave a trace of mental strength in the outside world. This way, if there 

was any movement, he could quickly detect that Yingying was not in his home. It was better to be 

careful. 

After entering the space, Xia ruofei felt a gust of wind and the sound of horse hooves. 

He took a closer look and saw that it was the “star of Hong Kong” running towards him. 

From the way she ran, it seemed that her leg injury had been completely healed, and even the splint had 

been taken off by Xia Qing. 

The “star of Hong Kong” ran to Xia ruofei and immediately lowered his head. He stuck out his tongue 

and licked Xia ruofei’s hand affectionately. 



Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”Little guy, it seems that your injuries have recovered well!” 

Xia Qing also walked over and respectfully said,””Master, I’ve examined the horse. The injury was 

basically healed on the fifth day, so I took off the splint.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”yes!” Well done! Since it’s completely healed, there’s no point in using a 

splint. ” 

The star of Hong Kong kept its head down and rubbed against Xia ruofei’s body. Xia ruofei couldn’t help 

but like it. He stroked its mane and said with a smile,””This time you’ve saved your life. You’re bound to 

be blessed after surviving a great disaster. I’m still looking forward to your future on the field! Speaking 

of which, I’ve bet 10000 Hong Kong dollars on you! Who knew that you wouldn’t give me any strength. 

This time, I really lost all my money. I still hope to win it back from you in the future!” 

Xia ruofei nagged on and on. The star of Hong Kong couldn’t understand what he was saying, but he 

could feel the closeness between him and Xia ruofei. 

After staying in the spiritual Qi – rich space for eight to nine days, it seemed to have become more 

intelligent. It knew that Xia ruofei had saved it, so it subconsciously became closer to Xia ruofei. 

Furthermore, it was a horse’s nature to submit to the strong. The process of taming a horse was actually 

a process of constantly wearing down their wildness. The scene of Xia ruofei suppressing it with one 

hand had left a deep impression in its heart. Even if Xia ruofei was strictly speaking a stranger, if Xia 

ruofei wanted to ride it and run a lap, it would definitely not resist. 

Xia ruofei didn’t waste any time. After a few words, he smiled and said,””I’m going to take you out, but 

I’ll have to tie you up first, or director Guo and the others will be scared!” 

To be able to completely heal such a serious injury as a bone fracture overnight, it would really scare 

people if this was spread out. 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words,”star of Hong Kong” ran to the shelf that was holding him in place. He 

stepped on the shelf and lay down lazily. 

Seeing this, Xia ruofei couldn’t help but be stunned. He said to Xia Qing,””It ... It understood what I just 

said?” 

Xia Qing smiled and said,”the environment in the spirit map world is too unique. Most of the creatures 

here have gained sentience. It’s just that the horse has only stayed here for a short time, so it’s not very 

obvious. But if it’s simple, it should be able to understand!” 

Xia ruofei mumbled.”This is really powerful ... This time, director Guo is really lucky. In the future, the 

effects of taming and training the ‘star of Hong Kong’ will definitely be much better than before!” 

Of course, Xia ruofei was just saying it. He naturally did not care too much about it. 

Since they were in Guo Hongjiang’s training base, Xia ruofei didn’t dawdle much. He quickly tied up the 

“star of Hong Kong” with a rope and beckoned to Xia Qing before leaving the spirit map space with the 

“star of Hong Kong”. 



After returning to the outside world, Xia ruofei had just finished washing up when Guo Hongjiang 

knocked on the door gently. 

“Mr. Xia, I hope I didn’t disturb your rest.” Guo Hongjiang asked with a smile. Then, he couldn’t help but 

glance at the “star of Hong Kong”. 

He didn’t sleep well last night, and he was worried about his personal gains and losses. 

Of course, he hoped that Xia ruofei could cure the “star of Hong Kong”. However, he was afraid that the 

more he hoped, the more disappointed he would be. Besides, he was constantly worried about what 

would happen to the “star of Hong Kong” at night, so he tossed and turned in bed and only fell asleep 

after midnight. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”No, no. I’ve been up for a long time!” 

“Xia Sheng, I’ll get someone to bring breakfast to the room!” Guo Hongjiang said,”I’ll have to trouble you 

with the treatment of the star of Hong Kong ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you’re welcome, director Guo. After one night, the effects of the ointment 

that I’ve made have been fully exerted. ‘Star of Hong Kong’ is in a good condition now. The swelling has 

basically disappeared. I think he will be free by tomorrow at the latest.” 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, Guo Hongjiang subconsciously looked at the injured leg of the “star of 

Hong Kong”. 

If not for Xia ruofei’s reminder, he might not have noticed it. Now that he had a closer look, he realized 

that the “star of Hong Kong” ‘s hind leg was not swollen at all. If he had not seen the terrible state of the 

“star of Hong Kong” ‘s fracture yesterday, he would have even thought that the “star of Hong Kong” was 

not injured at all. 

In fact, the “star of Hong Kong” was not injured at all. Although it was said that a bone injury was not 

suitable for strenuous exercise, and his competitive condition would definitely decline, objectively 

speaking, the fracture had completely healed. 

“Mr. Xia, this ... This ...” Guo Hongjiang was so excited that he was incoherent.”This is really a miraculous 

hand that can bring you back to life!” 

“You’re welcome, Mister Guo. We’re only halfway through our recovery!” Xia ruofei said,”after it fully 

recuperates, it will need to undergo recovery training. It will probably take one or two months for it to 

be able to compete again!” 

Guo Hongjiang was stunned. He said,””Mr ... Mr. Xia, did I hear you wrong? You ... You’re saying that the 

‘star of Hong Kong’ can return to the competition?” 
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Xia ruofei shrugged and said,”Didn’t I tell you yesterday?” I will do my best to restore the star of Hong 

Kong! Since he had fully recovered, he had to be able to meet the competition’s standards and his level 

of competition hadn’t dropped! But I wasn’t so sure yesterday, but now that I’ve seen the effect of the 

treatment, I’m even more confident. ” 

Guo Hongjiang was so excited that he was incoherent.”This ... This is really ... Mr. Xia, to be honest, I 

didn’t even have confidence in its recovery at first. After seeing your medical skills, I thought that it 

would be fine as long as it could recover. I could keep taking care of it ... I didn’t even think about it 

playing in the game ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Director Guo, you can think about it now. I think there’s still a good chance!” 

Guo Hongjiang nodded and said,”thank you so much, Mr. Xia!” If it wasn’t for your insistence, the star of 

Hong Kong would have been euthanized last night ...” 

Speaking of this, Guo Hongjiang couldn’t help but look at the “star of Hong Kong” again. He was also 

afraid. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”It’s not considered a successful treatment yet. The specific results will depend on the 

treatment effect over the next two days.” By the way, director Guo, have you prepared the herbs I 

need?” 

“I’ve prepared everything. I’ll get them to buy more if the amount isn’t enough!”Guo Hongjiang quickly 

said. Mr. Xia, let’s have breakfast first! I’ll get someone to send the herbs over later!” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”yes!” It was better to hurry! It’s not a good idea to keep the star of Hong 

Kong tied up like this, I want to put it down as soon as possible. ” 

“Will untying the rope ...” Guo Hongjiang asked worriedly. 

“Of course, I will only undo it when I’m confident.” Xia ruofei smiled.”Otherwise, wouldn’t all the work 

before be in vain?” 

“Yes, yes, yes. This Mr. Xia must have a well – thought – out plan. I won’t say anything more.” Guo 

Hongjiang laughed. 

He stood up and said,”Mr. Xia, please have your breakfast first. I’ll have someone send the herbs over 

later. I still have a few documents to deal with. I won’t disturb you any longer, Mr. Xia.” 

Although Guo Hongjiang was at the horse training base, there were many documents coming and going 

every day for such a large Real Estate Group, many of which needed him to make the final decision, so 

there was no way to hide here. 

In fact, he had a lot of other work in addition to dealing with documents. He was the backbone of the 

entire group. His schedule was almost full this morning. At least four or five groups of senior executives 

of the group had to come to report their work. It was almost the same as going back to work. 

“Please help yourself, director Guo!” Xia ruofei stood up and said. 

The staff quickly sent breakfast over. Not long after Xia ruofei finished eating, the Chinese medicine he 

needed was also sent over. 



Guo Hongjiang was worried that the quantity would not be enough, so he bought a lot of each medicinal 

herb and piled them in the corner of the room. 

After everyone had left, Xia ruofei locked the door and smiled at the ‘star of Hong Kong’.””Alright, I’ll 

untie you now, but you have to be good. You can only stay in the room for the next two days.” 

The “star of Hong Kong” seemed to understand Xia ruofei’s words and obediently lowered his eyes. 

Xia ruofei laughed and quickly untied the rope. 

The “star of Hong Kong” obediently came down from the shelf. Without Xia ruofei’s order, he stood 

quietly in the room and snorted from time to time. 

If the trainer of the “star of Hong Kong” saw this scene, he would be shocked by the wild nature of the 

horse. Other than the trainer and the cavalrymen who were with it all the time, it was very difficult for 

strangers to get close to it. 

Xia ruofei picked out the herbs he needed and started to boil the medicine. Although the star of Hong 

Kong had almost fully recovered, he still had to apply the medicine every day. 

Moreover, this ointment could also consolidate the healing effect. After all, the bone injury had just 

healed, and compared to before, the broken parts were definitely not as strong as before. 

For the next two days, Xia ruofei stayed in the house with the “star of Hong Kong” during the day. At 

night, after resting, he would send him into the spirit map space at the beginning stage. He would make 

use of the difference in the flow of time and the rich spiritual Qi to further restore his condition. 

For three consecutive nights, the ‘star of Hong Kong’ had stayed in the Archean realm for about a 

month. 

Other than the fact that his leg injury had completely healed, his spirituality was also much stronger 

than before. 

Although it was not as good as little black and the others, it could quickly understand some simple 

instructions. As long as the language was not particularly complicated, it could basically understand it. 

The “star of Hong Kong” was probably the smartest horse in the world. 

Guo Hongjiang had probably specifically instructed that no one would come and disturb Xia ruofei as 

long as he locked the door, day or night. 

Hence, from the next day, Xia ruofei no longer kept the title of “star of Hong Kong” on the shelf. 

Xia ruofei had also concocted the medicinal herbs that Guo Hongjiang had sent into ointment for bruises 

and injuries. Except for a small portion for the “star of Hong Kong”, he had kept the rest in his 

interspace. 

As for the useless herbs that were used to confuse the judgment, Xia ruofei also randomly picked some 

and mixed them with the original dregs. This way, even if someone found the dregs, they would not be 

able to analyze and restore his prescription. 
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On the morning of the third day, Xia ruofei walked out of the room and said to the staff who was waiting 

in the corridor,””Please ask director Guo to come over.” 

“Okay, please wait a moment, Mr. Xia!” The staff member quickly said respectfully. 

After a while, Xia ruofei heard a knock on the door. 

“Please enter!” Xia ruofei said loudly. 

The room door was pushed open and Guo Hongjiang walked in.””Mr. Xia, you were looking for me ...” 

He was stuck in the middle of his sentence because he saw the “star of Hong Kong” standing in the 

middle of the room. He was not tied to the shelf at all. 

Guo Hongjiang could not help but be surprised and happy. At the same time, he was a little worried, so 

much so that he subconsciously lowered his voice. 

“Mr. Xia ... This ... The star of Hong Kong can be used in the real world?” Guo Hongjiang asked in 

surprise. 

Xia ruofei nodded with a smile.”According to my judgment, the star of Hong Kong’s injuries have 

basically been cured. As long as he doesn’t do any strenuous exercise, it won’t be a big problem ...” 

In fact, the star of Hong Kong had not only recovered, but it was even better than before it was injured. 

The dense spiritual energy in the spirit map space wasn’t just for show, not to mention that it had 

absorbed an entire petal of the spirit Heart Flower. In addition, it had also used a lot of the ointment for 

bruises and injuries passed down from the ancient recipe. 

Xia ruofei had no doubt that if the “star of Hong Kong” were to participate in the race and the 

opponents were the same as that night, he would beat them without a doubt. He would have an 

obvious lead. 

However, in order not to scare Guo Hongjiang, Xia ruofei still chose a relatively conservative way of 

speaking. 

But even so, Guo Hongjiang was still deeply shocked. 

In three days, the serious fracture injury was basically healed. 

For hundreds of years, the problem of treatment for the fracture of a horse’s leg in horse racing had not 

been solved. Even in today’s medical era, the treatment for the fracture of a horse’s leg could only be 

euthanized helplessly. 

However, Xia ruofei only used Chinese medicine to make some ointment and cured her fracture in three 

days. She was like the reincarnation of the Chinese! 



Although bianque and Hua Tuo might not know how to treat horses, Guo Hongjiang could not think of 

any other words to describe Xia ruofei’s medical skills. 

“Mr. Xia, I really don’t know what to say ...” The star of Hong Kong “is my favorite horse race!” To be 

honest, tens of millions of Hong Kong dollars is nothing to me, but that kind of feeling is irreplaceable ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Director Guo, I understand. I invited you here today to bid you farewell.” 

Guo Hongjiang was stunned for a moment and quickly said,””Mr. Xia is leaving? This ... The ‘star of Hong 

Kong’ hasn’t fully recovered, right? You ... Do you have any urgent matters in the mainland?” 

“That’s not it ...” 

“Then, can you please continue to treat the star of Hong Kong?” Guo Hongjiang did not wait for Xia 

ruofei to finish his sentence and said hurriedly,”Mr. Xia, although I know you don’t lack money, but ... 

But I can pay a high fee, as long as you are willing to stay and help the ‘star of Hong Kong’ recover ...” 

“Director Guo, can you let me finish?” Xia ruofei forced a smile. 

“I’m sorry, you say, you say ...” Guo Hongjiang also knew that he had lost his composure and quickly said 

with some embarrassment. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Director Guo, I’m leaving not because I want to quit halfway. I just feel that I’ve 

completed all my work. I don’t have to be here to do the rest.” 

Xia ruofei took a sip of water and said,””The ‘star of Hong Kong’ is in good condition now and can 

undergo some low – intensity recovery training. I’ll also keep some of the ointment and apply it every 

night.” 

“But ... I’m worried that there will be an accident ...” Guo Hongjiang said. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”I’ve said it before. I won’t do anything that I’m not confident in. So don’t worry. There 

won’t be any accidents!” 

“This ...” Guo Hongjiang hesitated for a long time before he said,”alright then! Since Mr. Xia insists on 

leaving, I can’t force you to stay. However ... If there’s anything that you can’t handle here, I hope Mr. 

Xia won’t hesitate to lend a hand ...” 

“No problem! If anything happens, I’ll fly to Hong Kong immediately. ” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Thank you! Thank you!” Guo Hongjiang expressed his gratitude sincerely. 

“Right, there are a few more things.” Xia ruofei said,”regarding the ‘star of Hong Kong’, I hope that 

director Guo can keep his knowledge to himself. I believe that Mr. MA has told you that I’m a person 

who doesn’t like trouble.” 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Xia. I’ll be careful even if you don’t tell me.” Guo Hongjiang said with a smile. 

“Well, and ... For the next step of rehabilitation training, try to minimize the scope of knowledge as 

much as possible. It’s best to arrange for one or two trustworthy people to be in charge.” Xia ruofei 

said,”the time for the rehabilitation training can be extended as much as possible. This way, the 

recovery period will not be so shocking.” 



“No problem!” Guo Hongjiang said without hesitation. 

Then, he asked in a low voice,””Mr. Xia, so ... The star of Hong Kong’s recovery is much better than I 

thought?” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, and then he couldn’t help but smile bitterly. 

Guo Hongjiang was indeed a powerful figure in the treacherous business world. He had only been a little 

negligent, but he had immediately grasped the key information. 

“You can say that!” Xia ruofei didn’t hide anything and said directly,”director Guo,’star of Hong Kong’ is 

a very good horse. It’s born with good conditions, so it’s normal for it to recover faster. So ... Please give 

an order to not X – ray it for a month,” 

A look of surprise flashed in Guo Hongjiang’s eyes. He quickly said,””I understand! Don’t worry, Mr. Xia, 

I’ll make the necessary arrangements and minimize the impact. ” 

“That’s good. ” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Guo Hongjiang looked at the quiet “star of Hong Kong” and felt that this horse seemed to be different 

from before. 

There was almost no change in his appearance, but he gave Guo Hongjiang the feeling that he had been 

reborn. 

His curiosity grew, and he couldn’t help but ask in a low voice,””Mr. Xia, can you let me see the real 

state of the ‘star of Hong Kong’? This way, I’ll have a better idea of what to do. ” 

Xia ruofei saw Guo Hongjiang’s expression and knew that he couldn’t refuse. After all, the “star of Hong 

Kong” was Guo Hongjiang’s horse. After he left, Guo Hongjiang would definitely try it. 

At that time, even more people might see it. 

Rather than that, it would be better to tell Guo Hongjiang directly. Even if it was shocking, it was only 

Guo Hongjiang. 

Xia ruofei believed that after Guo Hongjiang had seen his true strength, he would definitely not 

announce it to the world. 

Guo Hongjiang would definitely try his best to be on good terms with a miracle doctor like Xia ruofei. Xia 

ruofei was not willing to make it public, so Guo Hongjiang was most likely hoping for it. If the whole 

world knew about miracle doctor Xia, it would not be easy to ask him for help with any health problems. 

These thoughts flashed through Xia ruofei’s mind. He nodded and said,””Then let’s go to the training 

ground! But ...” 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Xia. I’ll clear the area now!” Guo Hongjiang immediately said,”all personnel are to 

take half a day off and let them leave the training base. Leave a few bodyguards here to guard the 

periphery. Don’t let them enter the training ground!” 

It was easy to talk to smart people. Xia ruofei did not even need to finish his sentence. Guo Hongjiang 

immediately understood his intention. 



Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. Guo Hongjiang immediately went to make the arrangements. 

...... 

Half an hour later. 

Guo Hongjiang was dumbfounded as he stood at the side of the training ground. Xia ruofei, who was 

dressed in a Knight’s uniform, passed the horsewhip to his left hand and jumped off the horse. He led 

the “star of Hong Kong” towards Guo Hongjiang. 

Guo Hongjiang was still in a petrified state. His mouth was so wide open that an egg could almost be 

stuffed in. 

The scene that he had just seen had completely stunned Guo Hongjiang. Now, he only had one thought 

in his mind: Am I dreaming? 
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Guo Hongjiang really thought that he was in a dream. He couldn’t help but secretly pinch his thigh, and 

he grimaced in pain. 

It was rare to see a real estate tycoon in Hong Kong lose his composure. 

Even when Xia ruofei led “star of Hong Kong” to Guo Hongjiang, his mind was still filled with the image 

of Xia ruofei riding “star of Hong Kong” on the training track. 

The image of the “star of Hong Kong” with his strong figure and speed like the wind was still lingering in 

Guo Hongjiang’s mind. 

“Director Guo!” Xia ruofei smiled as he handed the reins over.”Do you want to try?” 

Guo Hongjiang came back to his senses. He waved his hand and said,””Oh, it’s okay ... I like horse racing, 

but I’m not good at it. I can’t ride a horse like the star of Hong Kong.” 

As a billionaire, Guo Hongjiang could at most ride a gentle mare in the club. For a professional race like 

the “star of Hong Kong,” there was naturally a dedicated rider. 

At that speed, falling off the horse was likely to be the end of their lives. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Actually, the ‘star of Hong Kong’ is quite gentle. You can try!” 

Guo Hongjiang looked at the “star of Hong Kong” who was rubbing his head against Xia ruofei’s body. He 

had a strange feeling in his heart. Was this still the fierce horse that gave even professional trainers a 

headache? 

And didn’t Mr. Xia know nothing about horse racing before? The way he rode the horse was even better 

than professional jock – riders. His coordination with the “star of Hong Kong” was also quite perfect. It 



was as if his whole body was stuck to the back of the horse, and he adjusted his posture naturally with 

the movement of the horse’s back. It was almost like he was one with the horse. 

“Shall I try?” Guo Hongjiang was really eager to try. 

If it was in the past, he would never have done something like this. However, after seeing Xia ruofei’s 

gallop today, he actually felt a little envious. 

“Don’t worry!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”absolutely safe! I’ll take responsibility if anything goes 

wrong!” 

Guo Hongjiang also made up his mind. He laughed and said,”With a Divine Doctor like you here, what do 

I have to be afraid of? I’ll give it a try today. I’m the owner of the ‘star of Hong Kong’! It doesn’t make 

sense that I’ve never ridden it before!” 

After he finished speaking, Guo Hongjiang took the reins. 

Xia ruofei patted the head of the star of Hong Kong and said,””Little guy, director Guo is your master, be 

careful when you run! Don’t play any tricks on purpose!” 

The star of Hong Kong snorted and paced around. 

Guo Hongjiang couldn’t help but find it funny. Xia ruofei was so serious. Could it be that the “star of 

Hong Kong” could understand? 

He smiled, put his left foot on the stirrup, and then flipped over to sit on the horse’s back. 

Although he had never ridden a professional horse race like the “star of Hong Kong”, Guo Hongjiang’s 

riding skills were still good. 

Fortunately, Guo Hongjiang had cleared the entire training base. Even the bodyguards were waiting 

outside the training ground. Otherwise, those people would be frightened to see this scene. 

Guo Hongjiang gently shook the reins, and the “star of Hong Kong” immediately understood and ran 

forward. 

However, it was different from before. The “star of Hong Kong” was not running very fast, but it was 

very stable. Guo Hongjiang could not even feel much turbulence on the horse’s back. 

Guo Hongjiang was very surprised. He couldn’t help but turn to look at Xia ruofei. 

Then, he gently pinched the horse’s belly and shouted,””Faster!” 

The next moment, Guo Hongjiang immediately felt that the “star of Hong Kong” had increased its speed, 

but it was still very stable. In the blink of an eye, he had ridden one round. It felt no different from riding 

the gentle mares in the equestrian Club. 

When he was in front of Xia ruofei, Guo Hongjiang pulled the reins and got off the horse easily. 

“Mr. Xia! I didn’t expect that not only are your medical skills brilliant, but your skills in taming horses are 

also so amazing!” Guo Hongjiang said excitedly,”it’s really hard to imagine that you’ve trained the ‘star 

of Hong Kong’ to such a level in just three days. My team spent two years and still couldn’t do it!” 



In fact, from a professional point of view, the “star of Hong Kong” did not even meet the requirements 

to participate in the competition, because its wild nature had not been completely tamed, and it was 

also very violent. 

However, the star of Hong Kong was born with superior conditions, and the existence of some minor 

flaws did not affect its ability to win in the arena. 

Now, Guo Hongjiang could clearly feel that the “star of Hong Kong” had been reborn. From Xia ruofei’s 

previous gallop, the “star of Hong Kong” had fully recovered and was even faster than before. 

All of this was because of Xia ruofei. 

Guo Hongjiang found it hard to believe. 

He finally understood why Xia ruofei had repeatedly told him not to do any X – ray for a month and to 

apply medicine every day to make it look like the star of Hong Kong was still under treatment. 

If the real situation of the “star of Hong Kong” was known to the public, it would cause a sensation. Even 

Xia ruofei, the creator of this miracle, would not be able to bear the disturbance. 

Guo Hongjiang reminded himself that he had to be careful with the things that Xia ruofei had told him to 

do. He couldn’t even reveal anything to his most trusted confidant. He had to follow Xia ruofei’s 

instructions and make it look like he was still in treatment. After a month or two, he would let the “star 

of Hong Kong” make a comeback. 
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Although it was shocking news that Xia ruofei had recovered from a bone fracture in one or two months 

and had even returned to the field, it was still acceptable compared to the miracle that Xia ruofei had 

actually created. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”director Guo, I’m glad I did!” The star of Hong Kong’s injuries were basically 

healed. However, you still have to persist in using the ointment I left behind. After all, it’s still considered 

to have just recovered from a major injury, so it’s very necessary to consolidate the effect. ” 

“Understood!” Guo Hongjiang’s tone became more respectful.”Mr. Xia, I’ll definitely do what you’ve 

asked me to do. Don’t worry, this matter will not be spread!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.”Don’t overdo it in the early stages. Give ‘star of Hong Kong’ some time to 

get used to it. It will definitely surpass its peak state in one to two months!” 

“Alright, alright! I’ll definitely do as you say!” Guo Hongjiang said. 

“Mr. Xia, are you going to leave today?” he asked. 



Xia ruofei nodded and said,”yeah!” I’m preparing to book an afternoon flight back to the mainland. You 

know, I have a small company in San Shan. Although the business isn’t as big as director Guo ‘s, it’s still 

quite busy. I’ve been out for too long this time, it’s time to go back. ” 

Guo Hongjiang pondered for a while and said,”Mr. Xia, what do you think?” Stay for another day, I’ll 

treat you and director MA to dinner tonight, and I’ll send you back on a private jet tomorrow morning. It 

won’t take too much time. ” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand.”Director Guo, you’re welcome. We’ll have plenty of opportunities after 

dinner!” 

“No, no, no!” Guo Hongjiang quickly said,”Mr. Xia, I had originally planned to invite you over as a guest, 

but you’ve worked so hard for so many days for the ‘star of Hong Kong’. You even have to live and eat 

with me. I already feel bad about it. If you don’t even have a meal, how will I put my face if this gets out? 

Even if others don’t say it, Chairman MA will definitely poke at my back!” 

Xia ruofei hesitated. 

Guo Hongjiang said again,”I’ll just have a simple meal at my own house!” Mr. Xia, you’ve helped me so 

much this time. Please give me a chance to express my gratitude!” 

Xia ruofei nodded helplessly and said,””Alright, I’ll stay for one more day! But there’s no need to send a 

plane, I’ll just take a civil flight back tomorrow!” 

“The earliest flight will be at noon!” Guo Hongjiang said,”Mr. Xia, you don’t have to be so polite. It’s very 

convenient to own your own plane. All you have to do is to apply for the flight route. I haven’t been 

traveling much recently and have spent so much money on the crew. I have to find something for them 

to do!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh.”Alright! Since you’ve said so, I won’t be polite with you!” 

Soon, Guo Hongjiang arranged for a confidant to come to the training base to take charge of the overall 

situation. 

He repeatedly told this subordinate about the things that Xia ruofei had told him to take note of. Then, 

he handed the ointment that Xia ruofei had left behind to this subordinate. 

After the job arrangements were made, Guo Hongjiang wanted to accompany Xia ruofei on a tour of 

Hong Kong. However, Xia ruofei considered that although she had been in Hong Kong for a long time, 

she had not spent much time with little Huanhuan. Hence, she declined Guo Hongjiang’s good 

intentions. 

He asked Guo Hongjiang to send him back to the MA family. 

As Xia ruofei had called the MA family in advance, MA Xiong and Tian Huixin were both at home when 

Xia ruofei arrived at the MA family’s Villa. Ma Zhiming, on the other hand, was at the corporation 

dealing with Public Affairs. MA Xiong had begun to gradually transfer his power to his son, Ma Zhiming, 

and MA Xiong was not very busy most of the time. 

Xia ruofei did not see Huanhuan because the kindergarten was not on holiday yet. It was not the 

weekend, so Huanhuan had gone to school. 



However, when Tian Huixin found out that Xia ruofei had specially come over to accompany Huanhuan, 

she decided to pick Huanhuan up from the kindergarten in the afternoon and applied for leave in the 

afternoon. 

Huanhuan attended an elite kindergarten that was owned by Hengfeng group. As the princess of the MA 

family, it was only a matter of time before she asked for half a day off. 

“Xia Sheng!” As soon as Xia ruofei got out of the car, MA Xiong welcomed him warmly.”Are you done 

with your business?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded,”yeah!” At least we didn’t fail, or else we’d have smashed our signboard!” 

“How could Xia Sheng have missed?” MA Xiong laughed. Director Guo called me just now. He was so 

shocked!” 

Xia ruofei smiled humbly and said,””Chairman Guo, you’re overpraising me. By the way, Mr. MA, 

director Guo said he’d treat us to dinner tonight. ” 

“He told me on the phone!” MA Xiong smiled and said,”we’ll go together in the evening. You can play 

with Huanhuan for the day!” The little girl talks about you every day!” 

Tian Huixin smiled.”Huanhuan is still in kindergarten, but I’ll pick her up at noon. She’ll be so happy if 

she knows that brother ruofei has come to accompany her!” 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows and said,”Huanhuan went to school?” Then I’ll go pick them up with aunt 

Tian at noon! Let her be happy too!” 

“Alright!” Tian Huixin said happily. 

Everyone entered the villa. MA Xiong and Xia ruofei sat in the garden, making tea and chatting. 

Although the old man was old, he was still in good spirits and had a clear mind when it came to business. 

Xia ruofei even joked that he had handed over his power too early. In fact, he could still work hard for 

another ten years. 

When it was close to noon, Xia ruofei and Tian Huixin went to pick up Huanhuan from her kindergarten. 

The kindergarten that Huanhuan was studying at was a property of Hengfeng group. It was the kind of 

elite kindergarten that had a staggering tuition fee. In addition, the MA family had arranged many 

people to protect her in secret. The manpower and material resources arranged for this little girl alone 

were uncountable. 

When the two of them arrived at the entrance of the kindergarten, the principal, who had been 

informed in advance, was already waiting there with Huanhuan. 

When Huan Huan saw Xia ruofei, she cried out in surprise,””Brother RUO Fei!” 

Then, she shook off the director’s hand and ran towards Xia ruofei. 

The director jumped in shock, but soon saw Tian Huixin waving at Xia ruofei. She heaved a sigh of relief 

and bowed slightly to Tian Huixin from afar. 



Xia ruofei squatted down. When Huanhuan pounced on him, he hugged her and asked with a 

smile,””Huanhuan, have you been a good girl in kindergarten?” 

“Huanhuan is so obedient!” Huan Huan said proudly,”my teacher always praises me!” 

Xia ruofei had a malicious thought.”Could it be that the teacher was trying to flatter the boss? 

“Today, I came here to accompany you. Are you happy?” Xia ruofei asked again. 

Huan Huan pouted and said,”you should have come earlier!” Brother ruofei, you’ve been in Hong Kong 

for so many days and only came to see Huanhuan now, do you not like me anymore?” 

Xia ruofei’s face darkened and he quickly said,””Big brother had something to do at the last minute and 

couldn’t leave, but didn’t he come over immediately after he settled it? He didn’t even have time to 

shower! Can you smell it?” 

Xia ruofei said as he put his sleeve next to Huanhuan’s nose. Huanhuan giggled and covered her 

nose.”Don ‘t! Don ‘t! I don’t smell stinky things!” 

Looking at her daughter who was playing around with Xia ruofei and laughing happily, Tian Huixin 

couldn’t help but feel emotional. Unknowingly, her eyes became a little wet. 

After he brought Huanhuan home, Xia ruofei accompanied her for the entire afternoon. 

Of course, considering that they were going out in the evening, they did not go out in the afternoon. Xia 

ruofei stayed in the MA family villa to play with Huanhuan. 

He really liked this cute little girl. Whether it was hide – and – seek, horse riding, or other games, he 

cooperated unconditionally. Huanhuan was very happy, and her innocent laughter echoed in the whole 

villa. 

In the evening, Xia ruofei bade farewell to Huan Huan, who still wanted more. He left with MA Xiong in 

the car and headed to Guo Hongjiang’s mansion at the top of the mountain. 

 

? 

Chapter 1280: A thousand – foot mansion (1) 

 

As night fell, Xia ruofei and MA Xiong arrived at Guo Hongjiang’s Villa on the mountain top road. 

Although it was called a villa, it was more like a Manor. 

In addition to a three – story bungalow, there were a few auxiliary buildings, a huge front and back 

garden, a private swimming pool, and so on. 

The environment here was quiet and private. At the same time, one could have a view of the sea of Port 

Victoria it was almost the best location in the entire port. 



Guo Hongjiang’s wealth was evident from the fact that he owned such a vast Manor – style villa in the 

top luxury area. 

Guo Hongjiang took Xia ruofei’s visit very seriously. Besides, MA Xiong, who was of similar status to him, 

was also in the car, so he had come to the entrance of the villa in advance to wait. 

As soon as the car stopped, Guo Hongjiang came up to him with a smile. 

“Chairman MA, Mr. Xia, it’s an honor to have you here!” Guo Hongjiang said enthusiastically. 

“Director Guo, if this place is full of ‘Peng Peng’, then my house is just a piece of wild land!” Xia ruofei 

joked. 

“Mr. Xia is an expert, unlike us ordinary people who pursue material enjoyment.” Guo Hongjiang smiled 

and said,”Chairman MA, Mr. Xia, dinner is ready. Please come in!” 

The two of them followed Guo Hongjiang to the restaurant in the villa. 

The long dining table was already filled with delicious food, and the decanter was filled with red wine 

that had been decanted in advance. This was a bottle of wine from Bordeaux, France. It was more than a 

hundred years old and had been in Guo Hongjiang’s collection for more than 20 years. There were only 

two bottles of such wine in his large wine cellar, and he opened one bottle without hesitation today. 

Neatly dressed waiters were lined up in a row, and there was also a foreigner in a white chef’s uniform. 

He was Guo Hongjiang’s family’s private chef who specialized in cooking. 

Although there were only the three of them at dinner and it could be considered a family dinner, Guo 

Hongjiang made it very Grand. Not only were there a lot of service staff, but they also opened a rare red 

wine and even enjoyed the top – grade white truffle that they had won from the auction a few days ago. 

Xia ruofei watched as The French Chef used a knife to slice the fresh white truffle and placed it on the 

plate. He could not help but have a strange feeling. 

The White truffle was sold at a high price, but in the end, he still had to enjoy it himself. Although he 

only ate a small portion of the White truffle, Xia ruofei still felt strange. 

Guo Hongjiang held his wine glass and said,”Mr. Xia, I can’t thank you enough for your great kindness. I 

won’t say much. From now on, Mr. Xia will be my, Guo Hongjiang ‘s, most expensive guest!” Come, let’s 

have a drink first!” 

Guo Hongjiang was a smart man. Xia ruofei had saved the life of the “star of Hong Kong”, so it was a big 

favor. 

Of course, the most important thing was that through this incident, Guo Hongjiang had keenly 

discovered that Xia ruofei was extraordinary. For such a person with extraordinary talents, especially 

those who were good at medicine, super – rich people like Guo Hongjiang would definitely go after 

them like ducks. 

Regardless of whether Guo Hongjiang had a utilitarian heart, at least his attitude was very sincere. 

Hence, Xia ruofei also smiled and raised his glass. “You’re too kind, director Guo. I just did you a small 

favor. Don’t mind me. ” 



“This is a great favor!” Guo Hongjiang and Xia ruofei clinked their glasses and said with a smile. 

After drinking, Guo Hongjiang gave MA Xiong another toast and then greeted him warmly,””Come on! 

Chairman MA, Mr. Xia, try bliss’s cooking! Thanks to Mr. Xia, this top – grade truffle is not common!” 

Everyone ate and chatted, and the atmosphere of the banquet was very lively. 

After three rounds of drinking, Guo Hongjiang gestured to the Butler behind him. The Butler 

immediately brought over a document that had been prepared. 

Guo Hongjiang held the document in his hand and passed it to Xia ruofei across the dining table. He 

smiled and said,””Mr. Xia, this is a small gift from me. I hope Mr. Xia will not reject it.” 

Xia ruofei took the document, feeling a little strange. He opened it, took a look, and immediately closed 

the folder.”Director Guo, you can’t do that! Absolutely not!” 

“Mr. Xia, don’t be in such a hurry to refuse!” Guo Hongjiang smiled and said,”I have my reasons for 

doing this ...” 

MA Xiong put down his glass and asked with a smile,””Yo! It seemed that director Guo had given him a 

big gift! Look at how scared Xia Sheng is ...” 

“Old Mr. MA, take a look for yourself!” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. 

MA Xiong took the folder and flipped it open. He couldn’t help but exclaim,”Director Guo is really 

generous!” 

This was a transfer document. The transfer item was none other than Guo Hongjiang’s beloved 

horse,”the star of Hong Kong.” The transfer price was one Hong Kong dollars. 

In other words, Guo Hongjiang wanted to give the “star of Hong Kong” to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei said,”director Guo, I really can’t accept this!” I know you want to thank me, but I only did you 

a favor and all I did was heal the star of Hong Kong. You’re giving him to me, this ... This is too ...” 

Guo Hongjiang said sincerely,”Mr. Xia, if you didn’t stop me that night, the star of Hong Kong would 

have been euthanized.” If you didn’t save him, the star of Hong Kong would have been severely injured 

and wouldn’t have survived. So, it’s not a loss to me. You deserve this horse. And ...” 

At this point, Guo Hongjiang paused and looked at Xia ruofei deeply before continuing,””And I think Mr. 

Xia has an affinity with the ‘star of Hong Kong’. To be able to tame it in just two to three days is not 

something an ordinary person can do. A precious horse gives a hero, so this horse is the most suitable 

for you ...” 

 


